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A signature changing spacetime is one where an initially Riemannian manifold
with Euclidean signature evolves into the Lorentzian universe we see today. This
concept is motivated by problems in causality implied by the isotropy and homo-
geneity of the universe. As initially time and space are indistinguishable in signature
change, these problems are removed. There has been some dispute as to the nature
of the junction conditions across the signature change, and in particular, whether
or not the metric is continuous there. We determine to what extent the Colombeau
algebra of new generalised functions resolves this dispute by analysing both types of
signature change within its framework. A covariant formulation of the Colombeau
algebra is used, in which the usual properties of the new generalised functions are
extended. Point values of the new generalised functions are shown to form a eld
and used in the analysis of signature change. We nd that the Colombeau algebra
is insucient to preclude either continuous or discontinuous signature change, and
is also unable to settle the dispute over the nature of the junction conditions.
1 Signature Change in Cosmology
The topic of signature change is motivated by problems with causality implied by the
observed isotropy and homogenity of the universe. Quantum cosmology[?] presents us with
the possibility that although space-time is currently Lorentzian (i.e. psuedo-Riemannian),
the universe may have evolved from an initial state where space-time was Euclidean (i.e.
Riemannian) in nature. These so-called signature changing space-times do not possess
an initial singularity. Further, as there is now (initially) no distinction between time and
space, the problems involving causality are removed.
Signature changing cosmologies are characterised by a division into a Euclidean region
and a Lorentzian region. The two regions are separated by a spatial hypersurface. The
diculties in dealing with a signature changing cosmology arise when one comes to the
(delicate) matter of analysing quantities on or across the boundary hypersurface. In
general, one obtains junction conditions across the hypersurface by requiring that certain
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quantities are well-dened. Of course, this will depend on what one requires to be well-
dened, and what one means by well-dened. Typically, junction conditions are obtained
by requiring continuity of a particular eld or its derivatives. In the case of signature
change, it would seem that requiring a continuous metric might be a natural condition.
However, if we demand that the lapse is continuous, then this requires that it vanishes on
the boundary hypersurface, and therefore the metric is degenerate at that point (and thus
the inverse metric is singular). On the other hand, if we allow a discontinuous lapse, this
requires a distributional metric in order for the derivatives of the metric to be well dened.
Whether one of these conditions is better or more natural than the other has been the
matter of some dispute. There have been various treatments of the subject, some arguing
for continuous (strong) signature change [?], some discontinuous (weak) signature change
[?], and some regarding both as equally valid.
We note that in both continuous and discontinuous signature change it is possible
to analyse the situation within a distributional framework. However, in a distributional
framework eld equations such as the Klein-Gordon or Einstein equations may contain
products and quotients of distributions, which are not well dened. This brings us to
the subject of Colombeau algebras, also called the new generalised functions. Within
the Colombeau framework, rigorous meaning is giving to non-linear operations on distrib-
utions[?], which can be extended to tensor distributions[?]. In signature change, where
formal calculations involving distributional products have occurred previously, it has been
claimed[?] that any diculties there might be solved by application of the Colombeau
algebra. It is our aim to determine the extent to which this is true. We analyse both
continuous and discontinuous signature change within the framework of new generalised
functions.
We begin by dening a version of the new generalised functions suited to our needs.
Subsequently we analyse continuous signature change, and are forced to develop a means
of dividing by generalised functions. To nish, we perform a similar analysis within dis-
continuous signature change. Continuity conditions are derived in both cases.
2 Colombeau Algebras
Originally, Colombeau[?] developed the space of new generalised functions to deal with
products of distributions that occur in quantum eld theory. Since then, there have been
several variants of the new generalised functions presented. In this section, we construct
an algebra of new generalised functions, G, that is based upon one of these presentations.
These new generalised functions can be freely summed, multiplied and dierentiated. Also,
we will show that the smooth functions, continuous functions and distributions can be
embedded in G, and their properties are generalised in a consistent fashion. In addition, we
construct the eld of generalised numbers, where our generalised functions will take point
values. The main idea behind G is that each element has some \microscopic" structure,
whose description is lacking in the distributions, which allows us to resolve the ambiguity
in multiplication.
2.1 The algebra of new generalised functions
The formulation of G given here is based upon a simplied presentation given by Colom-
beau [?]. It is well known that a distribution can be considered as the limit of a sequence
of test functions. In a similar fashion, we will make use of the smooth function space,
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and dene Colombeau objects as an ideal limit of a sequence of smooth functions. As
we will perform calculations on curved space time, we require that the formulation of
the Colombeau algebra be invariant under general coordinate transformations (dieomor-
phisms).
Space-time is assumed to be an n-dimensional dierentiable manifold, M , whose tan-
gent bundle is denoted TM . The set of sections (vector elds) on the tangent bundle
is denoted Γ(TM), and the Lie derivative with respect to the vector eld V is denoted
$V . The elements of the Colombeau algebra, G, are one-parameter families of moderate
smooth functions modulo negligible families. For those familiar with other presentations
of Colombeau algebras[?, ?], note that we have provided the additional requirement that
our families of smooth functions be continuously parameterised.
Denition 2.1. The space of moderate functions is the set of continuous one-parameter
families of smooth functions dened by C1M (M) = f(f)jf 2 C1(M) such that
8 compact K  M; 8 fX1; : : : ; Xpg; p  0 with Xi 2 Γ(TM) and [Xi; Xj] = 0; 9 N 2
N; 9  > 0; 9 c > 0; such that
sup
x2K
j$X1 : : :$Xpf(x)j 
c
N
for 0 <  < g:
Denition 2.2. The space of negligible functions is the set of continuous one-parameter
families of smooth functions dened by C1N (M) = f(f)jf 2 C1M (M) such that
8 compact K  M; 8 fX1; : : : ; Xpg; p  0 with Xi 2 Γ(TM) and [Xi; Xj] = 0; 8 q 2
N; 9  > 0; 9 c > 0; such that
sup
x2K
j$X1 : : :$Xpf(x)j  cq for 0 <  < g:






Operations in this formulation of G are relatively straightforward. Addition, subtrac-
tion and multiplication of Colombeau objects are simply dened in terms of the cor-
responding operations upon their representatives. Multiplication by scalars and partial
dierentiation are similarly dened in the obvious way.
We now turn to the embedding of the continuous functions and distributions within
G. The embedding is performed by convoluting with a smoothing kernel. The smoothing
kernel is an approximate delta-function in order to provide a good generalisation of the
classical function product[?]. Specic use of the tangent bundle is made to preserve dif-
feomorphic invariance[?]. Given coordinates fxg on M , we have an induced basis for TM
dened by the coordinate derivative elds. Denote this basis by f(x; )g. The set of test
functions is denoted by D and the distributions by D0.





dn ’()i = 0 8 i 2 Nn; with 1  jij  qg:
(2) Given ’ 2 Aq; x 2M , we dene the function ’;x 2 Aq by ’;x() = 1n’( −x ):
Denition 2.5. Given f 2 C(M), we dene its associated generalised function ~f 2 G(M)





dn’(x)f(x+ ); ’ 2 Aq:
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Denition 2.6. Given T 2 D0(M), we dene its associated generalised function ~T 2
G(M) as having a representative (T)0<<1 where T(x) = hT; ’;xi. If T has a density, g,
then




dn’(x)g(x+ ); ’ 2 Aq:
Smooth functions on M are naturally embedded into G as constant sequences, f =
f . But C1 is a subset of continuous function space, C, and thus subject to the above
embedding. We would like the two embeddings to coincide. By Taylor-expanding f in
the above formula, it is clear that the moment conditions on ’ will guarantee that the
rst q non-constant terms vanish. A sucient condition that the two dierent embeddings
coincide for all smooth functions is requiring that ’ 2 A1. However, we cannot nd such
a function[?], so rather than choosing a specic smoothing kernel, we allow all functions
in Aq, with q arbitrarily large.
Distribution space, D0, may be extracted from G using an equivalence relation on G
called association.




(f(x)− g(x)) (x)dx = 0;
then we say the two generalised functions f and g are associated, denoted f  g.
Denition 2.8. Given f 2 G(M), we set h f;  i = lim!0
R
f(x) (x)dx. If the limit
exists 8  2 D(M), then f is a distribution dened by this relation. We say that f has an
associated distribution, f .
It is clear that given two associated generalised functions, then if they project onto D0,
they will have the same associated distribution. Furthermore, as an equivalence relation
it is clear that the operations of addition, subtraction, derivation and multiplication by
scalars are respected by association. That is, acting identically on two associated elements
by one of these operations preserves association. Also, multiplication by smooth functions
(that do not depend on ) will also preserve association. In this way one can consider as-
sociation as being equivalent to distributional equality. However, note that multiplication
by generalised functions does not preserve association.
As C(M)  D0(M), the projection of G onto D0 denes an indirect projection onto C.
However, C is not a subalgebra of G. So if f1; f2 2 C(M), then in G, ~f1  ~f2 6= gf1f2 in
general. However, we do have that ~f1  ~f2  gf1f2. This is apparent when one notices that
lim!0 f(x) = f(x); for f 2 C(M). So it is in this way that G provides us with a good
generalisation of the classical product.
2.2 Point values and the generalised numbers.
In general, distributions in the classical sense have no natural concept of a point value.
For example the Dirac delta function has no classical value at the origin. New generalised
functions dier from this in that they have a well dened value associated to a point
x 2M . However, this will not in general be a classical number, but rather a \generalised
number". While the original presentation[?] provided a formal denition for generalised
numbers, the presentation which our formulation is based upon[?] did not. We will dene
generalised numbers in a similar way to generalised functions.
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Denition 2.9. The space of moderate numbers is the set of continuous one-parameter
families of complex numbers dened by CM = f(z)jz 2 C such that 9 N 2 N; 9  >
0; 9 c > 0; such that jzj  cN for 0 <  < g:
Denition 2.10. The space of negligible numbers is the set of moderate numbers dened
by CN = f(z)jz 2 CM such that 8 q 2 N; 9  > 0; 9 c > 0; such that jzj  cq for 0 <
 < g:





Denition 2.12. Given a generalised function f 2 G(M); and x 2M ,we dene its point
value f(x) 2 C by f(x) = (f(x)):
Using these denitions, it is easy to see that the point value for f is well dened at
each point. There are however some further renements that can be made. In particular
C is embedded in C as the set of constant sequences. Similar to the generalised functions,
it is possible for a generalised number to have an associated complex number.
Denition 2.13. Given a generalised number ~z 2 C, if the limit z = lim!0(z) exists in
the complex numbers, then we say that ~z has an associated complex number z.
It is clear that this limit is independent of the representative of z. The set of all
generalised numbers that have an associated complex number form a subalgebra of C.
Given a generalised function that has an associated complex number at each point, we
have a natural projection onto the space of complex functions.
Denition 2.14. Let ~f 2 G(M). If 8 x 2 M, the point value ~f(x) has an associated
complex number f(x) then we say that ~f has an associated complex function f dened by
x 7! f(x).
Not all generalised numbers have an associated complex number.
Proposition 2.1. If  is the one-dimensional Dirac delta function, and ~ is its embedding
as a generalised function, then the generalised number ~(0) has no associated complex
number.













’(0) which is clearly undened in the limit as ! 0.
The structure of the moderate and negligible numbers give three nice results. Contrary
to the formulation of generalised numbers originally given by Colombeau[?], we will prove
that the generalised numbers given here form a eld. This follows from the fact that
we have demanded that the generalised functions (and hence numbers) are continuously
parameterised.
Lemma 2.1. The generalised number zero is non-invertible.
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Proof. While this may seem trivial, it is possible for zero to have a nowhere zero repre-
sentative. However as the representative is negligible, it decays faster than any power of
. So its inverse cannot be moderate. We make these statements formal.
Suppose that 9 w 2 C such that w  z = 1. Then this must also be true for their
representatives, so 9 > 0 such that 8 ; with 0 <  < ; we have wz = 1+n ) w =
(1+n)=z , where (n) 2 CN . Now, (w) is moderate so 9N 2 N; c > 0; 9 > 0 such that
jwj  c
N
for 0 <  < : (2)
Now, (z) is negligible, so 8 q 2 N; 9 d > 0; 9  > 0 with




for 0 <  < : (3)
Choice of q large enough guarantees that (2) and (3) cannot both be true, thereby con-
tradicting our assumption that z was invertible.
Lemma 2.2. Let z 2 C be non-negligible. Further, let z have a representative z such that
9  > 0 with z 6= 0 8  for 0 <  < . Then z is invertible.
Proof. Now, for 0 <  < ; z 6= 0 ) w = 1=z is well-dened as a continuous 1-parameter
family of complex numbers. As (z) is non-negligible, we have that
9N 2 N such that 8 c > 0; 8  > 0 the statement jzj  cN for 0 <  <  is false. (4)
So, as we have this for all ,
9N 2 N such that 8 c > 0; 8  > 0; 9 0; with 0 < 0 < ; such that jz0j > c0N : (5)
By continuity,
8  > 0; 9  > 0 such that j0 − j <  ) jz0 − zj < : (6)
So, assuming 0 > , and choosing  = (c− d)0N , for some 0 < d < c,
jz0j − jz0 − zj > c0N −  (7)
) jzj > c0N −  (8)
) jzj > d0N (9)
) jzj > dN (as 0 > ): (10)





; whenever 0 <  < : (11)
It is immediate that (w) is moderate and thus z is invertible.
Lemma 2.3. Let z, w be two generalised numbers with representatives z; w. Further,
assume 8  > 0; 9 0 > 0; with 0 < 0 < ; such that z0 = w0. Then w = z over the
generalised numbers.
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Proof. We have that
8  > 0; 9 0 > 0; with 0 < 0 < ; such that z0 − w0 = 0: (12)
Set v = z − w (so v0 = 0). Then by continuity we have
8  > 0; 9  > 0 such that j0 − j <  ) jvj < : (13)
We assume that v is non-negligible. Then by (5) we have
9N 2 N such that 8 c > 0; 8  > 0; 9 00; with 0 < 00 < ; such that jv00 j > c00N : (14)
By continuity,
8 γ > 0; 9  > 0 such that j00 − j <  ) jv00 − vj < γ: (15)
This implies (by a similar method to deriving (8) ),
jvj > c00N − γ: (16)
Let N be as above, and let γ > 0 be given, with γ < 00N . Choose  = 00N − γ, and
set  = min(; ). Then on 0 <  <  both (13) and (16) must be satised, which is
impossible. Thus our assumption that v is negligible is false, and the desired result is
immediate.
We can now prove the following.
Theorem 2.1. The generalised numbers, C, form a eld.
Proof. We already have that the generalised numbers form a commutative algebra with
a unit that is the smooth function 1, so all that is left is to check that each non-zero
element has a unique inverse. By Lemma 2.2 the only elements that we have not shown
are invertible are those z 2 C satisfying 8  > 0; 9 0; with 0 < 0 < ; such that z0 = 0.
But by Lemma 2.3, these representatives are negligible. Thus C is a eld.
We note that there are generalised numbers which are innitesimally small (associated
to zero), but are not negligible. This is a feature of the microscopic structure of generalised
functions, and is what distinguishes them from the distributions, enabling the algebra to
be formed. Having dened new generalised functions, we can now proceed to analyse
signature change within this framework.
3 Continuous signature change
We examine the Klein-Gordon equations in the presence of continuous signature change.
We initially work within the framework of distribution space, but nd that the junction
conditions derived will in general possess some arbitrariness due to the degeneracy of the
metric at the boundary hypersurface. An analysis is performed in generalised function
space to determine if the arbitrariness is removed in this space.
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3.1 The metric and connection coecients
We adopt the metric convention (+ − −−) so that the metric for a signature changing
space-time is given by
ds2 = (t)dt2 − hijdxidxj: (17)
We divide spacetime into two regions, M+ and M−, where the former is Lorentzian and
the latter is Euclidean. These regions are divided by the spatial hypersurface t = 0, which
we will denote  = Mn(M+ [M−). Given some quantity A, we dene its discontinuity
[A] = AjM+ − AjM−.
Now, as the lapse function  is positive on M+ and negative on M−, it must be zero
on the spatial hypersurface. By performing a Taylor-expansion about t = 0, we have
(t) = 0+ 0(0)t+O(t2). Motivated by this we will work in a two dimensional space-time,
where in coordinates (t; x) suciently close to the boundary hypersurface we have
ds2 = tdt2 − dx2: (18)







We immediately see that, in function space, the inverse metric is singular on . We avoid
this by moving to distribution space.
As a distribution, division by t is dened by the equation tS = T , where T=t
def
= S.
The general solution to this equation[?] is ST + a, where a is an arbitrary constant, and
ST is the distribution dened by
hST ;  i = hT;  −  (0)#
t
i (20)
where # is xed and satises #(0) = 1. We note that the the arbitrariness in choosing
# may be compensated for by an appropriate choice of a, so we only have 1-parameter
solutions. In the case T = 1 this denes the distribution 1=t, denoted S1. Thus S1 satises
hS1;  i =
Z
dt
 (t)−  (0)#(t)
t
: (21)





3.2 The Klein-Gordon eld
We commence our analysis of the Klein-Gordon eld, , in distribution space. The Klein-
Gordon equation is













−m2 = 0: (24)
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The form of the junction conditions that we derive from this equation will depend on
how discontinuous  is. In the rst case, we assume that  = +
+ + −− where + is
the Heaviside distribution corresponding to (t), − is the distribution corresponding to
(−t) = 1− (t), and +; − are smooth with support on M . We calculate the required




+ + @t−− + [] (25)
@2t  = @
2
t +
+ + @2t −
− + 2[@t] + []0: (26)




+ + @2t −
− + 2[@t] + []0)− 1
2t2
(@t+
+ + @t−− + [])
− (@2x++ + @2x−−)−m2(++ + −−) = 0: (27)










= R + b + c
0 (28)
(29)
where R and S are dened by
hS;  i = h;  −  (0)#
t




and without loss of generality we choose a specic # with #(0) = 1; #(n)(0) = 0. We
calculate R; S in each case, using the denitions and l’Hopital’s rule, to get:
hR;  i = 1
2




S = −0; S0 = −1
2
00: (32)
In the case of  2 f+; −g we have the following equations:
t2R −  = 0; tS −  = 0: (33)
The Klein-Gordon equation is now, using the above relations,
a+@
2
t + + a−@
2
t − + 2a[@t] + a0 []−
1
2




























As 00 is linearly independent of the other distributions present, this requires that the
discontinuity in  vanishes. This is reassuring, as it means the matter eld is continuous
across the hypersurface. We note that the restriction of the above equation to M will
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simply return the usual Klein Gordon equation. This is because 1=t is smooth on M, and
thus the distributions =tjM are well-dened. At rst glance this might seem like =t
should be well-dened, but we note that the restriction of a distribution to an open set
means that the support of the test functions (which is closed) is in that set, and so test
functions on M vanish a nite distance before the origin, which is why =tjM is well
dened, but =t is not, as it may act on test functions which have support at the origin.
Requiring each coecient to vanish is a possible global solution of this equation, how-
ever this is an uninteresting solution as it means that the derivatives of the matter eld are
identically zero. Further, as f; 0; +; −; R ; Sg is a linearly dependent set over the
smooth functions, it may not be the only solution. In particular, if @2t  / t or @t / t2
(or t) then other solutions may exist. We investigate this possibility by choosing an (some-
what arbitrary) example.
We assume that we have @t = at2 ) @2t  = 2at ) [@t] = 0. The fact that
the Klein-Gordon equation is satised on either side of the boundary implies that the
coecients of R vanish on either side of the boundary. Equation (33) implies that
suppR = supp 
 = M. So the coecients of R vanish on their support, which













(c+@t+ + c−@t−)0 = 0: (35)
As t = t20 = 0, the above equation is trivially satised. This means that under our as-
sumptions the global Klein-Gordon equation simply reduces to the Klein-Gordon equation
on either side of the boundary. The nature of the assumptions about the derivatives of 
was suciently strong as to preclude needing any further constraints to satisfy the Klein-
Gordon equation. Further, our assumptions require the discontinuity in the rst derivative
of  to vanish, and therefore it is in fact zero at the hypersurface, so the Klein-Gordon
eld is stationary there. We emphasise that this is a requirement of the assumptions that
we made for this particular solution, which were such as to eliminate the arbitrary con-
stants, and were fairly strong. In fact, under the particular set of assumptions above, the
Klein-Gordon equation in function space is well dened, so an analysis performed in stan-
dard function space might be more constructive. We consider however, whether moving
to generalised function space might remove some of this arbitrariness, without having to
revert to such strong assumptions.
3.3 Inverting generalised functions
While the metric from the previous section is smooth, and is thus included in G, the
function 1=t is not smooth, and is not included in G. Further, it is singular and hence
discontinuous at the origin, so our embedding of continuous functions does not help. In
distribution space, we solved the equation tS = 1 to nd the inverse of t. The solution
to this was S1 + a. We investigate to what extent this helps us invert the generalised
function t.
Denition 3.1. Given f 2 G(M), we say that f is invertible with (natural) inverse 1=f def=
g if 9 g 2 G(M) such that fg = 1.













’()− ’(−t=)#(t + )
t+ 
: (37)
We want an inverse y 2 G that will satisfy ty = 1.
Lemma 3.1. t( ~S1 + a~) 6= 1 2 G:
Proof. Suppose that t( ~S1(t) + a~(t)) = 1, for some a. Then substituting the point value
t = 0 in this equation implies that the generalised number 0 has an inverse, ~S1(0) + a~(0).
But this is a contradiction, as the generalised numbers form a eld, thus proving our
result.
This proof in fact implies that the equation ty = 1 has no solution within the generalised
functions, and also gives us that t 6= 0, as  will have point values that are non-zero as
generalised numbers away from the origin, even though these values will be associated to
the complex number 0. This highlights a dierence between the generalised functions and
the distributions, that is, as the generalised functions have point values over a eld, it is
possible to dene a natural inverse using these, but the distributions do not possess point
values, and correspondingly do not possess a natural inverse. Further, we see that any
generalised function that has a zero point value will not be invertible. Not being deterred
by this, we look for a weaker solution.
Denition 3.2. Given f 2 G(M), we say that f is associatively invertible with (associa-
tive) inverse g if 9 g 2 G(M) such that fg  1.
So we seek an associative inverse of t. We dene the generalised function ! as having
a representative satisfying the following 8 0 <  < 1:
!(t) =
(
1 when jtj  A;with A > 0 xed;
0 when t = 0;
(38)
and when t 2 (−A; A) we have jw(t)j  1: (39)
Further we demand that !
(n)
 (0) be independent of , and we denote this value by !(n)(0).
Then the function !=t is easily shown to be moderate. We show that it is smooth by






















We assume that 8 n < k that there exists a smooth function f;k(t) such that the following
































tf 00;k(t) + f
0







so taking f;k+1(t) = t
f 00;k(t)
2
we complete the proof.







































Figure 1: A possible choice for !(t):
Proposition 3.1. The generalised function !=t is an associative inverse of t, and further
has an associated distribution which is the principal value of 1/t.







− 1) = lim
!0
Z





dt(! − 1) (44)
as !(t) is 1 outside of [−A; A], and as !(t) is bounded in this region, this limit clearly
converges to zero. So we have t(!=t)  1. Now,
hP:v:1
t










































which is also clearly zero, thus providing our result.
Before we proceed we note that t2 has an associative inverse given by =t2, where 
satises the same conditions as !, but also has the property that 0(0) = 0. We also
note that as association does not preserve multiplication, the division of each generalised
function f by t will be dened by the solution g to the equation tg  f .
3.4 The Klein-Gordon eld revisited
We examine the calculations of the previous section, but this time we work in generalised
function space. In this section we assume that all references to distributions are taken to
mean their embedding within G. The Klein-Gordon equation is formally identical to the
previous section












−m2 = 0: (47)
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Once again, we assume that the Klein-Gordon eld might be discontinuous in function
space. So we have  = +
+ + −− where + is the embedding of the Heaviside function
(t), − is the embedding of the Heaviside function (−t) = 1 − (t), and +; − are
smooth with support on M . The derivatives of  as a generalised function are as in the
previous section:
@t = @t+
+ + @t−− + [] (48)
@2t  = @
2
t +
+ + @2t −
− + 2[@t] + []0: (49)




+ + @2t −




+ + @t−− + [])− @2x−m2 = 0: (50)
Before we can proceed with the formal divisions we need the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. As generalised functions, !  .









dt+ (t)!(t) (t) +
Z −A
−1








dt+ (t)!(t) (t) +
Z 1
A
dt+ (t)!(t) (t); as 





dt+ (t)!(t) (t) +
Z 1
A










Thus we have shown that !+  +. A similar proof applies for −.
It is easily checked from the denition of association that t  0 and t20  0. Using














































00 + a0: (56)
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Substituting these denitions in, the Klein-Gordon equation becomes
a+@
2
t + + a−@
2
t − + 2a[@t] + a0 []−
1
2







(c+@t+ + c−@t− + c[])

















[]00 − (@2x+ +m2+)+ − (@2x− +m2−)−  0: (57)
Notice that as we have dened the above equation using associative inverses, we can
only really consider it valid up to association. Once again we have by linear independence
that the Klein-Gordon eld must be continuous. What we have done is derived the precise
equivalent of the corresponding distributional equation. Thus, it has not helped us remove
the arbitrariness in any way, as the linear dependence relations that were present earlier
remain. Specically in this case they are t!

t
  and t2 
t2
 . So our assertions in
the distributional analysis still apply.
We do however note that using the associative inverses we have dened a division
by smooth functions that is consistent with the distributional procedure. The reason for
this consistency is that association respects multiplication by smooth functions. Thus we
conclude that while it is possible to perform a consistent analysis of continuous signature
change within the generalised functions, an analysis performed in function space would
probably be more constructive.
Having dened the associative inverse, we are now prepared to analyse discontinuous
signature change within the framework of the generalised functions.
4 Discontinuous Signature Change
A simple model of discontinuous signature change is examined within the framework of
the generalised functions. Junction conditions are derived, and it is shown that the Klein-
Gordon equation must be satised on either side of the boundary hypersurface.
4.1 The Klein-Gordon eld on a flat background
We begin by looking at a simple model of discontinuous signature change. Once again
we divide space-time into two disjoint open regions, M, divided by the boundary hyper-
surface  dened by t = 0. The space-time we will use will be essentially flat, with a
discontinuity in the metric at . The metric is given by
g = (t)dt2 − dx2; (58)
where  is the discontinuous function dened by (t) = (t)− (−t). We can see that this
space-time will be flat on both sides of ,and will be Riemannian on M− and Lorentzian on
M+. We note that in order to calculate the connection coecients, we need to dierentiate
the metric. This immediately forces us to move to distribution space, as the metric is
discontinuous and thus non-dierentiable (in function space) on . We then note we have




dt2 − dx2; (59)
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and division by distributions is not dened. We attempt to resolve this by moving to
generalised function space.








The rst thing to resolve is whether this is invertible within the generalised functions.
Proposition 4.1. The generalised function ~ has no natural inverse.








Then we clearly have that (t) = 1 8 t > A and (t) = −1 8 t < −A. As  is smooth,
by the Intermediate Value Theorem, we have that 8  > 0; 9 t0 2 (−A; A) such that
(t0) = 0. Now, let 1 be represented by 1 + n; n 2 C1N . Then, in particular, n will
satisfy 8 q 2 N; 9 c > 0;  > 0 with
sup
t2[−A;A]
jn(t)j < cq when 0 <  < : (62)
So we can choose some  such that 1 + n(t) > 0 8 t 2 [−A; A] whenever 0 <  < .
But we have that (t)g(t) = 1 + n(t) 8 t 2 R, and in particular in [−A; A] we have
0 = (t0)g(t0) = 1 + n(t0) > 0. This is a contradiction, and thus ~ has no natural
inverse.
As we cannot nd a natural inverse we look for an associative inverse of ~.
























2 − 1 (t): (63)
Now, ’ has compact support so the integrand is well-behaved as  ! 0, and as the
integration region vanishes, the limit gives zero, thus the result is immediate.
So we have found a particular associative inverse of ~, which is itself. In addition,
an argument similar to the above shows that ~3  ~; ~4  1, and so on. We now look
for generalised functions g satisfying ~g  0 as these will give a more general associative
inverse ~ + aog; ao 2 C. Dierentiating ~2  1, we obtain 2~( ~+0 − ~−0)  0 ) ~~  0.
We investigate whether this is the most general solution.
Proposition 4.3. Suppose g 2 G has an associated distribution g, and satises ~g  0.
Then g has support consisting of at most the origin.
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Choice of  arbitrary with supp  (−1; 0) implies that the rst term must vanish,
similarly if supp  (0;1) then the second term vanishes, which implies that supp g 
f0g.
While it is possible there may be other solutions to ~g  0, those solutions will not
possess an associated distribution, and will therefore be linearly independent (over the
smooth functions) of the functions which do possess an associated distribution. As the
coecient of these will contain an arbitrary constant, we do not consider them in our
general solution. Now that we are restricting ourselves to the those generalised functions
that have an associated distribution, we know that if a distribution’s support consists only
of the origin, then it must be a linear combination of the delta distribution or one of its
derivatives. Dierentiating ~3  ~ quickly convinces us that ~0 is not a solution, so for
our purposes it will be sucient to assume that ~ + a is the general solution.
We proceed to analyse the Klein-Gordon equation. As we are now in generalised func-
tion space, we write ~ simply as , and so on. It is important to note that multiplication
by generalised functions does not preserve association, so while we may dene an asso-
ciative inverse of a generalised function, we may not (in general) replace that inverse by
something that it is associated to. Further, given a general associative inverse of some
function, the associative inverse of the square of that function may not be the square of the
associative inverse. As an example, while (+a)  1 it is not true that 2(+a)2  1.
To see this, consider the following: 4  1 ) 3  0 ) 622 + 30  0, so we do not
have 22  0. So we perform the divisions by generalised functions formally, and only
substitute in the associative inverses at the last possible moment.








The Klein-Gordon equation is














As in the previous section we assume that the Klein-Gordon eld may in general be non-
smooth, so we have
 = +
+ + −− (66)
@t = @t+
+ + @t−− + [] (67)
@2t  = @
2
t +
+ + @2t −
− + 2[@t] + []0; (68)























− (@2x+ +m2+)+ − (@2x− +m2−)− = 0: (69)
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We note that as  = +− −, we have that   . In addition, it can be shown1
that +−  0, so we also have 2  . Using these relations, and n  1 or , it is
possible to derive the following:










0−1 = 30 + a− (72)
Using these2, our Klein-Gordon equation has become
(@2t +a+ + @
2










0) + (@2t + − @2x+ −m2+)+ + (−@2t − − @2x− −m2−)− = 0: (73)
Now, the generalised functions in the above equation are linearly independent over the
smooth functions, so their coecients must vanish. This implies that the Klein-Gordon
eld is continuous, as is its rst time derivative, and that the Klein-Gordon equation is
satised either side of the boundary. We must however caution against taking the above
equation at face value. While having an associative inverse is a necessary condition for a
generalised function to have a natural inverse, we have seen that it is not a sucient condi-
tion. We posit that there must be some doubt as to the validity of dening a multiplicative
inverse using an equivalence relation that does not respect multiplication. As an example
of this doubt, if one considers the above equation as having a corresponding associative
equation, then as   0 we no longer have the requirement that @t is continuous.
While the generalised functions provide a rigorous framework for the formal operation
of multiplying distributions, we have seen that this is not true for the operation of division.
As is the case with all formal calculations in physics, it would be desirable if there were
a rigorous mathematical theory describing the calculations. A eld that contained the
generalised functions as a subalgebra would be such a theory. However, as the generalised
functions do not form an integral domain, such a eld may not exist.
Noting that we are really only interested in what happens at the boundary hyper-
surface, one might consider evaluating the Klein-Gordon equation at t = 0 using the
generalised numbers. As they form a eld, provided (0) 6= 0 then the inverse of the point
value exists and is unique. However the point value of  does not have an associated com-
plex number, and if the point value of  does have an associated complex number, this
number will be embedding dependent. These facts make a point value analysis unuseful.
We have seen that our calculations performed within the Colombeau algebra required
formal division of generalised functions that do not possess a natural inverse. The validity
of the associative inverse is questionable, and thus we have stepped over the bounds of
rigor. Therefore we must conclude that the analysis of discontinuous signature change
within the new generalised functions is on no better foundation than those within other
frameworks.
1Simply expand 2  1  + + −.
2We were unable to derive an equation of the form 2g  2. However the equation 2  − 120
suggests that we might be able to dene 2−2 = − 120−1. We note that even were we unable to do
this, linear independence over the smooth functions would still require [] to vanish, and thus the point
is somewhat academic, so to speak.
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5 Conclusion
The topic of signature change is of physical interest as it removes certain problems in
standard cosmology. Within this topic, we have seen why being able to multiply distribu-
tions is important, and have presented a covariant formulation of the Colombeau algebra.
Within this presentation, rigorous meaning is given to products of distributions, and a
good generalisation of the classical function product is given.
An analysis of the Klein-Gordon eld under continuous signature change was conducted
within the framework of the distributions. The degeneracy of the metric on the boundary
hypersurface gave arbitrariness to the junction conditions derived, as we were required to
divide by smooth functions that were zero at the hypersurface. An attempt was made to
remove this arbitrariness by moving to generalised function space. We gave a natural and
a weak method of dividing by generalised functions, and found that not every generalised
function possesses a natural inverse. This fact meant that arbitrariness was still present
in the junction conditions derived in generalised function space. This makes sense, as our
divisions were performed using association, and modulo association, generalised function
space looks like the distributions. We did however derive that the Klein-Gordon eld must
be continuous in both analyses.
We also looked at junction conditions in discontinuous signature change. We performed
an analysis of the Klein-Gordon eld over a flat signature changing space time. This time
divisions by generalised functions (as opposed to smooth functions) were present, and
we found that these functions were not naturally invertible. The method of associative
inverses was used to derive junction conditions, and it was found that the Klein-Gordon
eld had to be continuous across the junction. The Klein-Gordon equation on either side
of the boundary hypersurface was required to be satised as a direct result of the equations
derived. Some arbitrariness was present in these equations, due to the weak nature of the
associative equivalence.
We found that we had to extend the Colombeau algebra to include the operation of
division by generalised functions. This was done because the Colombeau algebra possesses
a product, but not a quotient. As we have developed a formulation which takes point values
over a eld, we had a natural means of performing this division. However, as is the case
with smooth functions, we found that we could not divide by a generalised function that
had a zero. As the generalised functions that we were interested in were not naturally
invertible, we developed a weak division using the relation of association. While this
allowed us to formally divide by generalised functions, it introduced arbitrariness into
our equations.In the case of division by a smooth function, we found that the associative
division corresponded exactly to the operation of dividing a distribution by a smooth
function. This gives credence to the associative division, at least when one is dividing by
smooth functions. We cannot be entirely certain that this is true in the case where we
had to divide by arbitrary generalised functions.
Our aim was to determine the extent to which the Colombeau algebra enabled us to
rigorously analyse signature changing space times. This was motivated by speculation (e.g.
Hayward[?]) that the Colombeau algebra would solve any problems involving non-linear
operations, and also by claims (e.g. Mansouri and Nozari[?]) that it did. We asserted that
as association does not respect multiplication, we cannot in general replace an associative
inverse by something that it is associated to. This fact questions the validity of formal
division using association. As we asked for the Colombeau algebra to provide rigorous
meaning to formal calculations, it is this fact that causes us to conclude in the negative.
So, while the new generalised functions enable us to conduct a formal analysis (involving
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distributional division) where we would be otherwise stuck, they are not sucient to make
the calculations performed rigorous.
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